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Beautiful Copycat Colouring
Cindy Wilde (Illustrated By Cindy Wilde, Edited By Bryony
Jones)
Description
C olouring has never been so much fun with this beautiful book full of all the things that
kids love. Each image first appears in complete full colour to inspire, and then in black
and white line for creative kids to fill in. Keen-eyed colourers can stick closely to the
original hues, whereas the extra-adventurous can use whatever colours they like. With
amazing animals, cool costumes, funky patterns and much, much more, there's never
been a better time to be a copycat.
Publication date Thursday, September
25, 2014
Price
£5.99
ISBN-13
9781780552569
CBMC
Age
Subject
Type
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Tie In

C5L79
7-9 years
Non-fiction
A ctivity Book
Non-character
Non Tie-in

Sales Points
An incredible new colouring book for kids who love to colour, but who need some
inspiration to get them started
Each image first appears in gorgeous full colour, then in black and white line for
creative kids to fill in how they like - they can copy the colour guides exactly, or do
their own thing
With amazing animals, cool costumes, funky patterns and much more, there's never
been a better time to be a copycat
From the publishers of The Girls' Colouring Book (over 63,000 copies sold)

Reviews
'With amazing animals and funky patterns, you'll love being a copycat' - Pets 2 Collect

Binding
Paperback
Form at
297mm x 210mm
Depth
5mm
Ex tent
48 pages
W ord Count
Territorial Rights World
In-House Editor Bryony Jones

Author Biography
C indy Wilde makes simple, joyful, quirky designs using bold graphic shapes and blocks of
flat colour combined with areas of intricate pattern. All the elements within her work are
made by hand using acrylic paint, indian ink and simple print techniques. They are then
cut and reassembled to create the final piece.
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